WELCOME TO THE EURO SPACE CENTER

Just one hour from Brussels and Luxembourg, three hours from Paris and Amsterdam... The Euro Space Center is right at the heart of Europe. A discovery and recreation centre focused on space, we welcome guests all year round for enjoyable breaks. Come and walk in the footsteps of astronauts and re-live some of the greatest moments in the conquest of space.

Visit as a family and have a space-themed day out. Walk on the Moon with our Moonwalk XP. Take a look at the great enigmas of the universe with our multi-media visit. To say nothing of our Space Show and our Planetarium.

The Euro Space Center is also in a position to play host to pupils during school holidays with workshops and activities based on the subject of space. We also play host to schools throughout the year for space classes. Learn, have fun, and get inspired!

If you would like to organise an event then our subject-based areas provide a unique backdrop for any event.

Awaken the astronaut lying dormant in you!

Your journey into space starts at the Euro Space Center. Join us soon!